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MG Oil  Brake Fluid DOT 3MG Oil  Brake Fluid DOT 3 is suitable for use in both dis-and drum-type brake systems, engineered for 
that critical link between the brake pedal and the brakes. It is formulated as a high-quality glycol ether 
fluid, designed to function over wide temperature and humidity randes. It protect all metal adn rubber
components against oxidation caused by high temperatures encountered in modern brake systems of
all passenger cars, trucks, buses and heavy duty vehicles.

APPLICATIONS / BENEFITS :
* Recommended for all vehicles where a DOT 3 fluid is specified by the vehicle manufacturer.
* Compatible with all service fill DOT 3 brake fluids and mey be used as a make-up fluid.
* Superior protection against chloride and zinc corrosion of braking system parts.
* Highly incomprehensible fluid.
* Excellent flurncy at very low temperatures.
* High boiling point.
* Recomended for all types of automotive brake systems, drum and disc brakes.

PERFORMANCE STANDARD :
* DOT 3
* FMVSS 116
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MG Oil  Brake Fluid DOT 4MG Oil  Brake Fluid DOT 4 is suitable for use in both dis-and drum-type brake systems, engineered for 
that critical link between the brake pedal and the brakes. It is formulated as a high-quality glycol ether 
fluid, designed to function over wide temperature and humidity randes. It protect all metal adn rubber
components against oxidation caused by high temperatures encountered in modern brake systems of
all passenger cars, trucks, buses and heavy duty vehicles.

APPLICATIONS / BENEFITS :
* Recommended for all vehicles where a DOT 4 fluid is specified by the vehicle manufacturer.
* Compatible with all service fill DOT 4 brake fluids and mey be used as a make-up fluid.
* Superior protection against chloride and zinc corrosion of braking system parts.
* Highly incomprehensible fluid.
* Excellent flurncy at very low temperatures.
* High boiling point up to 450 oF
* Recomended for all types of automotive brake systems, drum and disc brakes.

PERFORMANCE STANDARD :
* DOT 4
* FMVSS 116
* SAE - J1703 / J1704
* JIS-K2233
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